
T he dominant visual art of
the last decade emphasized

the poles of abstract relations
and undesignated materiality,
and perpetuated two forms of
self-estrangement: the self
idealization of immaterial mind
and the self-elimination of mind
less matter. A third form, self-
anesthesia, as in the use of hal
lucinogens, avoided the false po
larization but evaded other prob
lems.

The problem confronting
Ralph Humphrey as an artist in
this world at this time is how to
objectify the self—how to enable
others to see his sight—without
becoming a self-alienated com
modity. The solution is these
painted objects which do not ac
cept the ritual distances between
the aesthetic object and viewer,
but which, with an insistent in
tensity of color and shape, de
fine their own immediate space
which they project toward the
spectator. These objects are not
paintings, in that there is no
semblance or illusion of space
behind the painting surface that
the eye can penetrate; rather,
the space between the painted
object and the viewer is sculpted
into a concrete shape. The paint
ing-objects are raw and direct,
for their materiality or physicali
ty is not subsidiary to an image
or an illusion beyond the materi
ality. Yet the objects are also
thoughtful and sophisticated,
more subtle and intimate than
aggressive and aloof. The materi
ality and the thinking are not re
conciled as polar opposites are
reconciled, for such reconcilia
tion of opposition requires medi
ation, which precludes immedi
acy. Instead, what could be seen
as opposed is made to be seen as
overlapping, so that the possibly
wide distance between matter
and thought, or between shape
and color, is closed. When
thought and matter, or shape
and color, overlap, yet have the
same margins, then an instance
of one is an instance of another,
and this coincidence of shape
and color means that each makes
the other visible: shape colors
the color and color shapes the
shape.

Within the color, close values
or short intervals are used.
Strong contrasts or wide inter
vals between colors create ab

stract relationships which can be
abstracted to relations between
relations. Such use of color im
plies a deep structure which is
truer or more real than the sur
face, a level of abstract truth
that deductively and decisively
determines the concrete level. In
opposition to such bad faith to
ward the concrete world, these
painting-objects render a proof
of belief in concreteness. The
depth of these objects is on the
surface, as the interval shortens
between surface and depth.

The close intervals between
colors would suggest transcen
dence in a pristine continuum of
unearned continuities, but the
approach to a primitive or spir
itually prior undifferentiation is
blocked by the rough texture of
the surface. The intense incon
sistencies and insistent discon
tinuities of the suface call atten
tion to the surface as such, rend
ering it irreducible. The discon
tinuities of the surface are with-

in a narrow range, with dif
ferences which do not abstract
to explicit relations, and these
small differences in surface tex
ture combine with the short in
tervals in color to convey a sensi
tive and persistent immediacy.

Abstract thought works most
easily with long intervals—with
contradictions and contraries—
but such thought is crude when
applied to a concrete individual,
which can scarcely be thought
about. Short intervals—between
shape and color or between one
blue and another blue—preclude
mediated opposition and present
overlapping alternatives. The in
tervals are shortened between
thought and feeling, pleasure
and pain, love and hate, male
and female, means and ends, ac
tive and passive, culture and na
ture. These objects define feel
ings, but the definitions cannot
be defined because of the ab
sence of strong internal rela
tions. The thought in these

paintings upholds an un
thinkable concreteness.

Color, when used in a compo
sition in relation to other colors,
works laterally, to move the eye
around the picture field or tc
hold it on the picture plane, as
diagonal might pull the eye
around the corner of a paintinç
and keep it from straying ontc
the wall. When color is used in
composition, it is a means to an
end beyond itself, perhaps the
pleasures of merely circulatinç
visually around a composition.
Color with such lateral relatiom
is transparent in the sense thai
one focuses past it on its use in
the composition of relationships.
Color in these painted objects
does not lead around, but moves
toward the spectator in a single
long stride. Color that is so im
placably frontal is used as color
for its own sake, and becomes
visible without evasions, an
hence concrete.

This refusal of color to medi
ate relationships or to bear on an
illusion—this concreteness—
recalls the original project of ab
straction in painting. Such fron
tal color closes the gap between
concrete and abstract by usin
color as the means of presentinc
color as an end in itself. But
wide interval between means anc
end cannot be maintained, anc
color as an end in itself uphol&
shape, and shape as an end in it
self upholds color. So the inter
val between painting and sculp
ture is narrowed by objects o
such “invincible peculiarity’
(Redon) that find unity not b
overcoming polar opposition
but by locating the identitie
with in differences.

Instead of existing, like mos
paintings, as windows on a hypo
thetical space, these objects ar
more like walled-up window
which confront the spectatol
with the imperatives of actua
and present space, with an emer
gency of immediacy in whici
what might have been seen a
opposites, like painting anc
sculpture, are seen to have thE
mutual implications and coinci
dent identities of scuipturec
paintings and painted sculptures
We are not, these objects say, a
far apart as we think. (Johr
Weber, January 31-February 25
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Ralph Humphrey, Untitled,1975.
Acrylic on canvas, 4 x 3’ Courtesy John Weber Gallery.


